
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT REGULATION 2020 – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW  

Part 2 

 

In the previous brief, we discussed the groundwork of what needs to be done to 

start aligning and implementing the Asbestos Abatement Regulation 2020. 

In summary, the following must be in place; 

Identification of all asbestos, the inventory with all the required data and the Risk 

Assessment related to the exposure must be conducted by a competent person, 

to know where Asbestos need to be labelled before 10 May 2022. 

 

In this letter we will focus on regulations 6 and 23. 
6. Asbestos Management Plan 
23. Records 
 

WHAT IS REQUIRED IN THESE REGULATIONS?  

The asbestos management plan summarises the information of the Inventory and Risk Assessment 

and set out the management and control of buildings and other relevant structures (with ACM) to 

prevent exposure to airborne asbestos fibres by their staff and site visitors.  

Most of the regulations we did not touch yet, will be addressed in the Management Plan, however, 

the following is the minimum requirements that should be covered: 

• Information that contains at least measures related to the identification, inventory, 

assessment, training and instructions (SWPs) and the labelling of asbestos. 

 

• A specific procedure which will, as far as is reasonably practicable, reduce the risk of exposure 
of employees, as well as incidental asbestos exposure, for the following scenarios – 
(i) Incidents; 
(ii) emergencies; 
(iii) removal and/or repair work;  

 

• A policy, procedure and implementation plan for phasing out existing asbestos-containing 
materials at the workplace, which considers the following: 
(i) The principle of 'reasonably practicable'; and 
(ii) reasons for decisions. 

• A commitment to not acquire, process or repackage asbestos, manufacture ACM or distribute 

it. The commitment should also include not to import or export any ACM into or from the 

Republic ( as per  Regulations for Prohibition of the Use, Manufacturing, Import and Export of 

Asbestos and Asbestos-containing Materials, 2007); 

The asbestos management plan should be reviewed when any information changes occurred (i.e., new 

ACM identified, ACM removed, repaired, treated) otherwise at intervals not exceeding eight years. 



It is suggested that Regulations 9-24 can also be covered in the Asbestos Management Plan, however, 

every organization is unique and should thus be specific, related to the operation and content of the 

inventory.  

 

23. Records 

For a minimum period of 50 years, the following records should kept;  

Records of all inventories of asbestos in place, asbestos risk assessments, air monitoring results, 

medical surveillance reports, disposal certificates and all clearance certificates as indicated in the 

regulation. 

Apart from personal medical records, any or all of the above records should be made available to: 

• Inspector 

• Any person, subject to formal written consent by an employee, to peruse the records with 
respect to that particular employee; 

• The relevant health and safety representative or relevant health and safety committee for 
perusal; 

• Hand over or forward by registered post all records to the relevant Chief Director: Provincial 
Operations, if the employer ceases activities relating to asbestos work; 

• Keep a record of training given to an employee in terms of regulation 7 for as long as the 
employee remains employed at the workplace where the employee is potentially exposed to 
asbestos. 

 

During the next brief, we will focus on Reg 7&8 which covers the information, instruction and training 

as well as the duties of persons who may be exposed. 

 

If there are any queries or clarity needed, please feel free to contact me. 
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